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MESSAGE- Marilynn Cullison, 

   Worship Committee Chair  
 

Jubilation! Celebration ! InTERdependence Day, July4th, 2021 

 

 

While planning todays’ service, there were lots of ideas from which to choose- 

from the freedom vaccinations are bringing to us, and liberation from the many 

constraints of the COVID pandemic, to a celebration of our country’s 

independence day,  and to a celebration of how we UUs are an independent 

religion, and finally… how we, here at UCF will continue our journey by being 

in(TER)dependent!  I hope to explain...how this message unfolded! 

 

Today is July 4th! We celebrate this Day! Today’s message could have been one 

about Freedom and Independence.  After all, it’s our birthday-Independence Day!   

I hope you enjoyed John Philip Sousa’s Stars and Stripes Forever and fireworks in 

our opening video! 

 

We’ve been the United States of America from 1776 until now, the year 2021.  

Wow- we are approaching the 250-year milestone of this, our republic, our 

democracy.  

In the year 1776, Independence meant freedom from the rule of Great Britain! 

 

Today, July 4th, 2021,  Independence Day also brings a little more freedom from 

the Covid pandemic that has gripped our world over the past year and a half. 

 

Though we have far to go as a planet and country in a battle against this pandemic,  
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I really really really want to feel “Jubilation” -that feeling of great happiness and 

triumph that the pandemic is ending. But “Jubilation” is a challenge because the 

county in which I live, (Onslow), is merely at 38% vaccination rate. I will allow 

myself a wee bit of jubilation today because some of us are vaccinated- myself 

included! I feel free-er to go about.  

I hope you enjoyed the “Freedom” video depicting scenes from musicians in 

lockdown- I loved the scenes that relished singing to an eggplant and the joy of 

going outside to empty trash in a slam dunk! 

Is there some Jubilation and Freedom from Covid lockdown and restrictions to be 

jubilant about? We’re still cautious, recognizing things may change!  Some are 

able to go unmasked while others continue. When we’re finally vaccinated, we no 

longer will have fear of contagion, severe illness and death!  

 

Liz Morningstar shared her feeling of jubilation with me when she described 

recently traveling to Colorado and attending a concert at Red Rock – along with 

thousands of vaccinated and “pre- concert tested covid-free concertgoers”.  Raised 

hands and singing aloud along with others in a group- those feelings of 

exhilaration- are certainly in contrast with the Abel brothers music video of the 

“isolation and constraint and boredom” during lockdown.  

 

 

And then, in conversation with another UCF member, we surmised this 

independence day message could be about Unitarian Universalists as independent 

and “free” thinkers- with the freedom to choose- liberal thinkers.   

 

…Specifically, we could reference our nations’ first amendment-freedom of 

religion! 
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In Articulating Your UU Faith, a handout written by Jaco B. ten Hove, and 

published by the UUA,  he describes UUs as religious liberals.  We choose to 

practice this faith. We are independent. 

 

The handout quotes John Buehrens’ and Forrest Churchs’ book, “A Chosen Faith”.   

“The freedom we have to authentically choose the belief system that feels right to 

us is a great gift.”…. Religion without dogma,  this is our faith.”  

 

“Our UUfaith is actually a huge faith- a profound faith we have in each other and 

in our religious willingness to be on a path together without authoritarian theology.  

We can trace the roots of our religion way back to “salvation for all-all souls”, a 

universalist theology promoted in the third century. Our faith has a lengthy 

heritage of offering choices- “freedom”.  “We are lucky for the liberating freedom 

of conscience possible in a nondogmatic religion…” 

Author Forrest Church… “reminds us that earlier Unitarians and Universalists 

placed a high value on individualism and freedom because they were fighting to 

lift the chains of oppression, theological and otherwise.” 

 

We are celebrating Independence Day, we are jubilant as constraints from the 

pandemic are lifting, and we celebrate our liberal and independent faith.  

 

Yet, we are reminded there is more to this faith than solely the celebration of 

independent thought and liberalism.  Our faith is based on principles.  We have 

responsibilities.  We do more than just think!  In fact, our 7th  UU principle is that 

we are part of an inTERdependent web of all existence. 
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 “As for the concept of interdependence within our world,” … 

do we not also have inTERdependence within our very own church? 

 

Rev. Kirk Copeland writes in his July Touchstones message titled “REACH” , 

“Our UU seventh principle affirms the reality of our intTERdependent web of all 

existence… 

Caring for others can be expansive and can extend to include the earth and all life 

on it …” 

 

Following Jaco ten Hove’s suggestions, I believe : 

1. We can, “be aware of our fundamental interdependence”, 

2. We can, “offer spiritual guidance for members, friends and culture at 

large as we make a more responsible relationship with the rest of the 

planet”,  

3. AND We can, “foster an animated spirit that will usher in a healthy and 

creative future” for UCF. 

 

This morning I’ve  leapt  from the celebration of our nations’ Independence Day, 

to jubilation and liberation from pandemic restraints, to freedom of religion, and 

then to inTERdependence Day- for that is what this first worship Sunday without 

Rev. Sally in our UCF transition represents!  

 

In her June 20th message, Sally summarized with these words.  

“We have no building, we show up, our speakers focus and inspire us,  

To find what we need, we speak, listen, and support one another. 

We support something larger than ourselves. 

We are not INdependent 
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Within and between us is life and love. 

When the world seems more than we can manage we take a leap of faith in 

spiritual community, worship, compassionate action, and inspiration.” 

 

When our worship committee and I were all a bit reticent to follow 18 years of 

such wonderful thought provoking and spiritual messages with an emphasis on 

independence and freedom immediately after losing our settled minister, somehow 

feeling jubilant seemed a bit questionable. 

 

Yet, I think it’s ok to feel both.   

I can be jubilant and melancholic!  

I am so excited and happy for Rev. Sally and believe she will love her retirement!   

At the same time, I am and will probably remain somewhat melancholy for the 

good ‘ole days - missing her support and leadership- plus she was a source of all 

information!  I know I will miss that.  However, we are all inTERdependent, and I 

hope, happily looking forward to what is to come- no matter how difficult it will be 

to experience the “change” that doesn’t come naturally! 

 

And so, this message became all about InTERdependence! 

 

What does it mean for us to be interdependent with one another in our 

congregation?  

 

For us all,  as we look forward, we will rely on our inTERdependence. 

 

… reliance on one another- our talents, ideas, creativeness, business acumen, 

caring, supportiveness, insightfulness, the list goes on. 
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From Rev Sally’s endings and beginnings message last Sunday, she said,  

“…as we move forward.   We can never know the future.  No other day is 

promised…Our path forward is a strand in the inTERdependent web we weave- a 

dynamic network of giving and receiving, interacting and evolving, pathways, 

connections, interconnections, holding together in love and differences, allowing 

for growth and differences.” 

I reached out to several UCF -r’s and asked,  “How will we (UCF) work 

together in “inTERdependence” -without Rev Sally and during our future(s)? 

I suggested inTERdependence could relate to their current roles at UCF or 

kindle some other idea or inspiration. Here’s what they shared. 

 

1. Michael Smith found inspiration in Mary Oliver’s poem The Journey.  We 

encourage you to read the entire poem and have included some of her words 

here… 

“One day you finally knew what you had to do and began, though the voices 

around you kept shouting their bad advice-though the whole house began to 

tremble… “Mend my life!” each voice cried. But you didn’t stop. You knew what 

you had to do, though the wind pried with its stiff fingers at the very foundations, 

though their melancholy was terrible…But little by little, as you left their voices 

behind, the stars began to burn through the sheets of clouds, and there was a new 

voice…determined to do the only thing you could do…” 

2. From Guerry Willis, in her current role as NBT co-leader  

“When things are hard to accept, or I don’t  want to accept them, I go to yoga. 

Yoga means union, and our UCF spiritual hearts are in union with Sally’s and with 
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each other’s.  Our UCF union of hearts is a powerhouse of love and this moves us 

forward day by day, year by year.  We don’t lose each other, instead our union of 

loving hearts evolves.” 

3.From Barb Thomas; “We'll support our Worship Committee during this time 

between ministers by attending services whenever we can and letting them know 

that we appreciate them for the work they are doing – our Zoom services are the 

most important element that holds us together.”  Barb went on, 

“When I started thinking about what we can do to foster our inTERdependence 

during this two month period, this was the first thing that came to my mind.  Not 

only for the spiritual support it supplies but it is our opportunity to “observe” and 

“greet” each other and see how we are doing each Sunday on Zoom.”  

4. From David Hughes, thinking about UCFs’ past, present and future. Where an 

inTERdependent UCF has been and is heading:  "Our UCF history is a collection 

of memories. To preserve UCF we must say them, listen to them and remember 

them."  

5. Susan Roberts expressed that to her, InTERdependence connotes that, “We are a 

community of individuals who support each other and together we are wiser and 

stronger.”  

6. And I recalled Rev Sally’s slime mold story: 

“People were charmed by the slime mold, by the drama and the sacrifice in the 

story, by the metaphor of the fragile and delicate balance between independent 

individuals and interdependent community.” (quote from Rev. Sally White’s 

service 20 June2021) 
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7.  Liz Morningstar shared this quote from Brene Brown, "As members of a social 

species, we derive strength not from our rugged individualism but from our 

collective ability to plan, communicate, and work together.”  

 

8.From Joe Naset: 

“The great success of the New Building Team has been the result of the excellent 

interdependence and dedication of the team members. That success has been 

driven by the enthusiasm of the members and friends of UCF.  That type of group 

enthusiasm is created and will endure because it is UCF family based and not 

dependent on any single family member. Neither the departure of one family 

member nor the addition of a new one can impact the family/group/enthusiasm of 

the whole.”  

9. Melva  Kearney, in her July Coastline column, related a UU General Assembly 

session titled “Interim Ministry: A Time for Liberation and Change” and said ‘Our 

Transitions Team will go through a discovery process with Rev Michelle Ma, our 

interim minister, articulating (1) who UCF was in the past; (2)who UCF is now; 

and (3) who UCF wants to become.  Rev. Michelle will be partnering with UCF, 

providing a spiritual basis for what WE want to BECOME.’  

( Melva Kearney, UCF July 2021 Coastline newsletter.)   

Thank you all for your insightful and interdependent musings and reflections.  

 

I foresee tempered energy and excitement along with some hesitation moving 

forward. 
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I believe we have the time face another challenge, to navigate our course and chart 

our path ahead! 

Now we can take time to STOP, seek quiet, avoid panic! 

 

And recognize that a time of change is subject to a time of potential conflict! 

 

And together, take time to listen, and seek to understand in our months of 

flux. 

 

Yes, We ARE inTERdependent parts of the whole. 

 

And finally, in closing, Tom Wentworth recalled these words from Rev Sally’s 

“Endings and Beginnings” sermon last week: 

  

“Truly, I am proud of you.  When we celebrated my installation as minister with 

the congregation – on February 1, 2004 – I told a story about a lighthouse (UCF) 

and a seagull (me), and the message the seagull carried: “When you come to the 

edge of all that you know, you must remember one thing: there will be ground to 

stand on – or you will be given wings to fly.”  Truly, you rest, in this moment, at 

the edge of all that you know.  Truly, you carry in you, with you, among you, all 

that you need.  Truly, you are so ready for the next phase of your journey.  Truly, 

even in this time of pausing, of standing, of looking into a future you cannot see, 

you are poised to fly.  I am proud of you.” 

May it be so. 

And now, in closing, Tom will share his beautiful words and an image. 
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There are many lovely braided river images on Google. This one is from 

Iceland, (found at:) 

https://www.amusingplanet.com/2016/02/the-stunning-beauty-of-braided-

rivers.html 

 

Tom Wentworth: 

“Like a braided river, Unitarian Coastal Fellowship is a complex network of 

members and friends who frequently pursue unique paths, as do the independent 

streams of the river when they explore new terrain; the separate streams of the 

braided river eventually reunite in a single channel, and likewise the individuals 

who make up UCF eventually return and contribute new strengths, ideas, and 

material goods to the greater fellowship, much like the water, solutes, and 

sediments that form the great river as it grows and does its essential work, ever 

flowing seaward.” 
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